CINARS BIENNALE 2020

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS EXTENDED

DIGITAL ARTS

OFFICIAL PROGRAMMING

NEW FOR 2020! As part of its official programming, CINARS BIENNALE 2020 will present live audiovisual performances of digital arts (between 25 and 40 minutes).

Submit an application to present an audiovisual showcase in the official programming of the 19th CINARS Biennale (International Conference and Networking Organization for the Performing Arts) which will take place in Montreal from November 9 to 14, 2020.

The call is open to artists from all countries. A jury made of performing arts professionals and digital arts professionals will select artists and companies that will participate in the official programming.

Please note that applications must be sent before JANUARY 31, 2020, and that a non-refundable CA$125 processing fee will be charged for every submission.

In 2018, the CINARS Biennale gathered 433 presenters, 424 agents, 712 artists et 331 observers from 54 countries. A unique opportunity to showcase your performance internationally.

- Learn more about the CINARS Biennale by visiting CINARS’ website;
- Read the official programming policies;
- Fill out the application form.
A BIENNALE NOT TO BE MISSED!

Don’t miss one of the most important international showcases and networking events which has made a name for itself as a must-see multidisciplinary performing arts event. Today, the CINARS Biennale brings together more than 1900 professionals, hailing from 54 countries, who discover, over the course of a week, more than 250 performances from Canada and abroad and participate in workshops, conferences and networking events.

Relive the best moments of the CINARS Biennale 2018 by watching the video and the pictures:

Send us your proposal now by clicking HERE and be part of this exceptional showcase event!